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Workforce Optimisation
Ensure your agents are always ready prepared

Good CX demands good employee engagement

Built in workforce optimisation tools

Customer expectations continue to grow even as
customer interactions become more complex. Your
customers are more time precious than ever, and they
increasingly rely on automation hidden in technology
to make their lives easier.

Liberty Converse is an omnichannel contact centre
solution which supports flexible workforce optimisation
with a rich collection of Quality Management and
Workforce Management tools including:
• Agent Evaluation*
• Customer Surveys*
• Screen Recording*
• Adherence**
• Shifts and Rotas planning**
• Contact Forecasting**

Crucially, your teams play an important element in
creating a positive customer experience (CX). They are
critical in addressing complex or sensitive queries that
go beyond subjects that can be routinely automated.
They need to be better informed to be able to provide
timely and effective responses.
The working environment has also fundamentally
changed. Remote working is common and has made
changes to many of the control and management
systems that used to be relied upon. Managers and
agents need to collaborate on learning, service
provisioning and coverage. It’s a new, and important,
way to ensure customers are always properly supported.

* Part of the optional Quality Management module

Our workforce optimisation tools ensure that you and
your agents are able to balance agent engagement,
compliance and assurance standards, with the
delivery of positive CX.
Ensure you can support your remote and hybrid team
needs as well as your onsite ones. Keep a close eye
on the hidden drivers that indicate support needs.
For a single channel contact centre or an omnichannel
engagement centre, you and your team can cooperate,
providing effective, efficient coverage for customers.
** Part of the optional Workforce Management module

Benefits at a glance:
Create agile work schedules for your
teams’ flexible working needs

Develop supportive compliance and
agent evaluation models

Match your skills to customer
support needs

Support effective conversations
with pre-defined agent commentary
and skills

Confidence that you have sufficient
skills and personnel to meet
customer needs
Guide conversation routing based on
agent skills

Take a deeper dive | Contact us today for a demo | Visit netcall.com
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Features at a glance:
Shifts and rotas scheduling
including skills coverage
Agent management including
agent recommendations (snippets),
agent grouping, activity codes
and skills management

Agent evaluation including
scorecards, skills profiling and
heatmaps

Netcall QMax optional
enterprise workforce
management solution

Advanced queue management
(QueueBuster)

Contact forecasting

Screen recording

Customer surveys

Call recording

The Liberty Advantage
Exceed your CX ambitions
Once you deploy Liberty Converse, further opportunities
open up in the Liberty Platform - conversational
messaging and automated self-service in Liberty
Connect and intelligent automation in Liberty Create
and Liberty RPA.
You can transform your omnichannel engagement
and digital process infrastructure with minimal risk by
automating processes quickly and easily to further
reduce the friction between your processes and

Talk to us.
Contact us today for a demo visit
netcall.com
Or call us on 0330 333 6100 and say
“Transforming Engagement”
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